
PAC MIFARE® 1K Classic Smart Token

“A robust door entry solution, which 
is able to thwart the more resourceful 
individuals, backed up with fast and 
effective, excellent customer service, 
and innovative product solutions.”

Contact our dedicated customer 
services team on:   

+44 (0) 161 406 3400 
to find out how you can start 
benefiting from a tailored 
PAC security system that 
accommodates your business’ 
requirements.

With the increasing risk of credential cloning, PAC has made it their 
mission to provide our customers with a robust security solution 
to protect the areas that matter to them.  Designed to integrate 
cutting-edge technologies with our market leading access control 
systems, PAC are able to provide ID solutions capable of delivering 
the highest level of security within the industry.

PAC’s new smart token range merges our market leading token 
housing with industry standard MIFARE® smart technology to 
provide our customers with a method of increasing security for their 
premises.  Designed around the 1K MIFARE® Classic device and 
meeting ISO 14443, PAC’s new MIFARE® Classic token is ideal for 
applications requiring a robust product without compromising the 
operation of the security equipment.

PAC’s 1K MIFARE® Classic tokens complement our 
range of smart readers and provide both our new and 
existing customers with a method of reducing the 
risk of credential cloning without compromising the 
operation.

Designed to match the style and shape of the PAC token, our new 
1K MIFARE® Classic tokens, offered in the same shaped robust 
plastic housing as the classic 21020, is the ideal ID device for use in 
harsh environments such as residential, utilities and heavy industry 
to name just a few.

 ■ Incorporating the standard 1K MIFARE® Classic device

 ■ Designed for harsh environments

 ■ 4byte serial number - NUID

 ■ Ops™ Lite compatible - CSN read

 ■ Lifetime Guarantee*

 ■ Ideal for use in other applications – cashless vending, 
public transport  and many more

With a range of 8 different coloured clips, PAC MIFARE 
tokens allow easy recognition to suit the most demanding 
and robust of environments.

AVAILABLE CLIP COLOURS

 ▪ Black  ▪ Green  ▪ Orange  ▪ White

 ▪ Blue  ▪ Grey  ▪ Red  ▪ Yellow

*Terms and Conditions apply
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PAC ID Devices

Customer Support: 
+44 (0) 161 406 3400

customerservices@stanleysecurityproducts.com

PAC Access Control, 1 Park Gate Close, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, SK6 2SZ
www.stanleysecurityproducts.com

Part Numbers:
21105 - Standard MIFARE Card (4byte non UID)  

- pack  of 10

21104 - Standard MIFARE Token (4byte non UID) 
- pack of 10 (with clip)

21101 - Standard MIFARE Token (4byte non UID) 
- pack of 10 (without clip)


